The PWS™ BEV Series includes a portable, countertop model and a fully plumbed undersink model. All systems include a limited lifetime warranty. (Exclusive of module changes or abuse.)

The PWS™ BEV-100 Series
- BEV CERTIFIED
- Injection Molded Lexan® Housing
- Large 2 Gallon Reservoir
- Custom Reverse Osmosis (RO) Membrane
- RO Matched Deionization Module
- Built-in Flush Valve
- Quick Connects to any Faucet
- Heavy Duty Faucet Coupler
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Reasonably priced at $699.00

The PWS™ BEV-300 Series
- BEV CERTIFIED
- Custom Reverse Osmosis (RO) Membrane
- RO Matched Deionization Module
- Anodized Aluminum Frame
- Pressure Gauge & Auto Shut-Off
- Twin Unidirectional Granular Activated Carbon Pre-Filters
- Built-in Flush Valve
- Attractive Chrome Faucet
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Reasonably priced at $979.00

PWS™ products and additional information are available through your local authorized provider.

Pure BEV Water & Your Health

What do you really know about the quality of your drinking water?

The Bio-Electronic Vincent, or BEV, (named after the French hydrologist and engineer Professor Louis-Claude Vincent) is used to measure water’s biological compatibility with the human body. Professor Vincent’s pioneering research defined the parameters for healthy drinking water. These include a slightly acidic pH (acidity or alkalinity), correctly balanced hH2 (an indication of oxidation/reduction potential), and an extremely high resistivity value which provides a measure of total dissolved solids (TDS). These parameters were further verified by noted European doctors and physicists in over forty years of research and clinical use.

BEV water optimizes the environment in which your cells live. The extreme purity of BEV water provides increased biological activity—allowing it to reach deep into cellular tissues. It functions as a solvent for the removal of toxins and waste, greatly improving your body’s ability to detoxify while enhancing cellular hydration. Drinking plenty of pure BEV water is one of the healthiest steps you can take to nurture your overall well-being.

Utilizing the latest BEV instrumentation, Pure Water Systems creates the most effective water purification appliances available today. Our designs scrub your tap water, removing more than 99% of TDS. All that remains is pure, uncontaminated H2O—two parts hydrogen, one part oxygen, and zero parts anything else!

Taste and experience the difference!

Pure Water Systems’ BEV products are carefully engineered to purify and balance the chemistry of your drinking water. These sophisticated designs remove all contaminants including salts, nitrates, lead, arsenic, mercury, MTBE, pesticides, chlorine, fluoride, and disease causing waterborne microorganisms commonly found in tap, well, bottled, and many filtered waters. Working in harmony with your body’s natural chemistry, pure BEV water encourages the optimal conditions for wellness and vitality.

* Typically removes 100% of organics and greater than 99% of TDS.
“The American public can no longer take the purity of their drinking water for granted.”

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

“The amount and type of water we drink is very important to our ability to maintain health. Like food, water can be wholesome or it can contribute to disease. The properties of the water we drink are as important as the nutritional content of the food we eat.

The best water for human consumption meets the Vincent (BEV) standards for purity and biocompatibility. For over 20 years, I have advocated pure BEV water in my practice as a biological dentist. The BEV products manufactured by Pure Water Systems represent the state-of-the-art in water purification—I recommend them to all my patients.”

Dr. Robert B. Stephan, D.D.S., B.S., F.A.P.D.

Holistic Dental Association, Board of Directors, Past President
Fellow, Academy of Physiologic Dentistry
International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology
American Academy of Biological Dentistry
Occidental Institute, Research Faculty

Pure Water Systems creates water purification appliances that meet or exceed the rigorous Vincent (BEV) standards for biocompatibility—the highest standards for healthy drinking water. Our company is committed to enhancing human wellness and continuously works to improve the quality of your drinking water. PWS™ BEV products are available through authorized health care providers, our web site, or by contacting our office in Redmond, Washington.

www.purewatersystems.com

Pure Water Systems, Inc.
5707 238th Place NE
Redmond, Washington 98053
Phone: 425.765.6175
Toll Free: 866.444.9926
Fax: 425.898.1706
info@purewatersystems.com
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